
 - 15th Terra Australis Grand Jury -  

Agenda  

 11.11 am AWST  8.11.2022  

___________________ 

Todays Agenda:  what to expect.   
 
Approximately 2 hours. 
My name is Leith Masters and I will guide you through these formal proceedings.  

I work with Denise Chadwick, affectionately known as Dee, who will lead us in and out of 
votes and contribute her wisdom as true Elder. 

1. Writings:   Welcome 
2. Establishing the Jurisdiction of the Court

2.1. PAFROL -  the Peoples Alliance for Rule of Law:  
All Are Equal Before The Law.  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2.2. This is www.Executiveorders.life where we:  
Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction  
architect progress for humanity based on Rule of Law:  
All Are Equal Before The Law.  

2.3. This is an evolving landscape, for all of us, and we maintain license to update 
data and definitions as new content comes to hand, but all matters are based in 
Rule of Law:  
All Are Equal Before The Law.    

2.4. We are following the stepping stones of the well lit narrow path of Law.  This is 
not random.   
That Law refers to Galactic Laws, as well at Planetary Laws of Mother Earth, of 
which humanity is her prime Custodian.  

2.5. If something fails the Maxims of Law - it is not Law, and may be TERMINATED.  

2.6. In this way, we protect humanity.  

2.7. All are accountable for their actions.  

2.8. There is no such thing as Corporate Immunity.  

2.9. There is no higher jurisdiction than this Court, 
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2.9.1. that being: Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction 
2.9.2. and which recognises all 
2.9.3.Crown: We The People of Superior Jurisdiction Courts 
2.9.4. to be of Equal jurisdiction.  

2.10. This Court recognises the current prevailing system to be a legal fiction ‘inferior 
jurisdiction’. 

2.11. This is the turning of the Ages.  

3. Roll Call. 

4. Astrology update, in brief.  Which cycles are where. 
4.1.Refer to Grand Jury 11 for a more comprehensive update.  

5. Welcome to all Assemblies and acknowledgement of growing body of Sheriffs and 
international affiliation to pick up and share emerging systems:  

5.1.Sovereign Peoples Assembly - Perth 
5.2.Bunbury Common Law Assembly 
5.3.Central Coast Common Law Assembly
5.4.Albany
5.5.Spain
5.6.Argentina  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6. Principle Concepts/Overview of Structure 

7. Matters 

8. Speakers.  

9. Orders: throughout format today.   

10. Open Floor. 

1. Welcome 

1.1.Big thanks
1.1.1.To all the Jurors: The Voice of Humanity. 
1.1.2.Denise Chadwick
1.1.3.Uncle Otto and all First Nation 
1.1.4.Meretta and Uncle Danny 
1.1.5.The SPA team for their systems development 

1.2.Welcome to all Assemblies and acknowledgement of growing body of Sheriffs and 
the compilation of systems to facilitate ease of growth to step into the role of 
Guardians of the Law.   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1.2.1.Sovereign Peoples Assembly - Perth 
1.2.2.Bunbury Common Law Assembly 
1.2.3.Central Coast Common Law Assembly
1.2.4.Albany Common Law Assembly

1.2.5.Spain  

2. Establishing Jurisdiction of the Court.  

2.1.As above

3. Roll call  

3.1. Please have cameras on and please clearly say your name, 
3.2. your state, 
3.3. your assembly if you are part of one.  
3.4. If you choose, say if you are a Sheriff.  
3.5. And please raise your hand so we can easily see you in a gallery landscape. 

3.6. 75% in one direction is a winning vote.    
3.7. All names and faces must be visible at all times. 
3.8. Dee will lead you in and out of the vote, when it is time to vote. 
3.9. If you are in the room, but not currently residing in Terra Australis you may vote 

on global Orders, but not on Orders just pertaining to the Terra Australis 

landscape.  

4. Astrology  
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4.1. End of Age of Pisces 2000 
4.2. 3 trimesters of Pluto since Magna Carta 1215, 1297
4.3. End of Pluto through Capricorn  March 24 2023
4.4. Full Moon: RESOURCES AXIS: 

4.4.1. Saturn in Aquarius at apex of opposition : Humanity is in charge and is 
restructuring itself.  Is the outlet for the tension of this axis.  Perfect. 

4.4.2. Blank 
4.4.3. And full moon with eclipse - big developments in relationships.   Bam! 

5. Welcome: 

5.1. as above 

6. Principle Concepts & 

Overview of Structure 

6.1. 2 Diagrams  :  
6.1.1. Law vs Legal
6.1.2. Chattel become the Executor and Beneficiary
6.1.3. Board of the Guardians become the Trustee
6.1.4. Legal never heard of Law. 
6.1.5. Believe Statue and Legislation are Law.   
6.1.6. A genuine blind spot for many, and a crisis of Consciousness for their 

Life’s work.
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6.1.7. The Suicide clause.  
6.1.7.1. For many there will be great relief to learn they are innocent. 
6.1.7.2. For others there will be great heartache to learn they are guilty. 

6.1.8. Tools: The Code - the Grand Jury’s with their associated Orders are 

always Superior Jurisdiction to any Act.   Please make use of them.    

7. Matters 

7.1.  Blank  

7.2.Being aware of what has been laid down already as movement out of Guardianship 
into Humanitarianism.  

7.3. 2 emails sent to all Members of Parliament  

7.4. The ALT: Aboriginal Land Trust: 
7.4.1.22 million hectares inside 900 pages.  
7.4.2.No individual tribes mentioned, just sweeping names Whadjuk, 
7.4.3.No tribe signatures, just Public Servants of Corporations 
7.4.4.Just all empty government departments with unaccountable Public Servants in 

them. 
7.4.5.A confused mess entrapping 22 million hectares of land, whilst so many go 

homeless. 
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7.4.6.The Trust is absolutely to come under the microscope and is likely to be 
deemed Null and Void based in a failure of Lawful Due Process.   Will require 
intensive review as 900 pages.  

7.4.7.Will be in focus for Grand Jury 16 

7.5.From official Crown Council 
7.5.1.Crown: We The People: of Superior Jurisdiction
7.5.2.Crown Council of Superior Jurisdiction - 
7.5.3.woke up with after the 2nd stand at Parliament.  
7.5.4.Public servants, paid on the public purse, behind closed doors, guarded by 

the private police, carrying out their business to design a life for us, without our 
free will consent.  

7.5.5.In our building passing Bills to harm us. 

7.5.6.Ignored 2 Notices to NULL and VOID the Bill = Belligerent Occupation.   

8. Order # 1:
8.1.Anyone available to form an emergency Crown Council of Superior Jurisdiction  

can put their name here:  
https://executiveorders.life/ambassadors-of-rule-of-law/

8.2.with ‘CC’ before it, and 
8.3.email wethepeople@executiveorders.life And should include CC in the subject line, 

to be filed for ZOOM conference if and when required.  Eg, State and National Bills 
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being passed, or needing to be deemed Null and Void, due to be passed via 
Inferior Jurisdiction alleging to be Law.  

8.4.What say you Jurors? 
8.5.Unanimous Yes. 

9.   Order #2: 
9.1.An empty vessel.   The AI nightmare.  Holding AI development accountability via a 

Council.  

9.2. In a world where access to resources is facilitated by Licenses; the ability to turn 
off Licenses if being used in a manner that may violate Rule of Law: All Are 
Equal Before The Law, examples:  Free Will and Informed Consent. 

9.3. Must have humans available at all times
9.4. Must provide prompt remedy  

9.5. Thus power would indeed rest with the developer, who would be accountable to 
respond to the measures employed by the 

9.6. Ongoing development of this:  
 Artificial Intelligence: (AI)  Use in the Global Community: Code of 
Conduct. 

9.6.1. Developer  
9.6.2. Distributor
9.6.3. Installer 
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9.6.4. User 

9.7. What say you Jurors:  Do you agree to the development of this Council for the 
ongoing navigation and accountability of AI into the landscape. 

9.8. Unanimous yes.  

10.  Notes of empty shell corporations that do not function properly.  We pay for. 
10.1.Corporations and their troubles. 
10.2.Police Commissioner - no reply - An empty shell. 
10.3.DCP - no Courts have jurisdiction to hold accountability 
10.4.The ATO - 

10.4.1.cannot provide a pdf that downloads
10.4.2.Cannot put something in snail mail and have it arrive
10.4.3.Cannot receive snail mail contact and action contact. 6+ weeks and still not 

in a conversation with the right people of the right department.  

10.5. Synergy: so far: doing ok.  Electricity not cut off, but no receipt of payment 
accepted yet.  So still not up to speed with new processes.   

10.6. OPTUS - an empty shell of 3rd world employees.  
10.6.1. 25 hours of chat line, 
10.6.2. phone number completely disappeared. 
10.6.3.  A fraud in the landscape . 
10.6.4. CEO missing 
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10.6.5. Paperwork submitted, not dealt with in any way.  

11. ORDER #3
11.1.Dentons: global lawyer for bank, happy to be guilty of failure of standards of a 

valid contract, and still submit case to Supreme Court for repossession.     
11.2.The Supreme Court is a Court of: 

11.2.1.  the lowest jurisdiction 
11.2.2.because it is a function of Parliament, 
11.2.3.and Parliament is a function of the the 13th/14th Century and the founding of 

Unum Sanctum 1302, 
11.2.4.a system of enslavement for humanity, 
11.2.5.Further advanced by the Poor Laws of 1535
11.2.6.Deceptively called Guardianship
11.2.7.Under the Board of the Guardians, that being the Private Members 

Association of the Private BAR Guild, founded in 1541 to write up a structure 
to manage the resources, including the human herd. 

11.2.8.That structure has continued until this day.  However, as we are at the end of 
Age, the class based system does not serve for the humanitarian based age 
of self responsibility and Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.  

11.2.9.Therefore, as the Supreme Court, 
11.2.10. also known as a bank
11.2.11. And a corporate construct
11.2.12.  is motivated only to fulfil a legal fiction function of consistently reaping the 

resources, 
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11.2.13. whilst ensuring the Poor remain poor, 
11.2.14. this system is ill equipped to pass judgement on any matters related to the 

8 essentials of a valid contract, 
11.2.15. as it is not designed to observe Law, only ‘legal fiction’ in which humanity 

is harvested for the profit of the few. . 
11.2.16. Therefore perpetually causing Harm and Injury to humanity, by engaging 

in treason, fraud and slavery under the neat packaging of Guardianship, 
and the use of a tool called  
‘Acts of Parliament’.  

11.3.What say you Jurors:  Is this system of the Supreme Court terminated as having 
any authenticity in Law, since it is a private legal system? And is therefore 
forbidden to make any Orders related to foreclosure as it is designed to ignore the 
8 essentials of a valid contract, and thus rule in favour of the Bank regardless of 
what the Bank might have done to cause Harm and Injury?   

11.4.Unanimous Yes. 

12. Order # 4 
12.1.Parliament - happy to receive 2 Notices from We The People, deeming a Bill Null 

and Void, and pass it anyway.  
12.2. Thus the People cannot be seen nor heard in this system in which the People 

are chattel. 
12.3. A hopeless, outdated mess from the Middle Ages.  
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12.4. Parliament is TERMINATED in Notice 3, as it fails Rule of Law: All Are Equal 
Before The Law. 

12.5.  It is a class based system and can only ever be a class based system so 
therefore is deemed obsolete for the Aquarian Age. 

12.6. What say you Jurors:  Parliament is TERMINATED as an obsolete construct of 
slavery.   
Unanimous Yes  

13. Order # 5  
13.1.Assembly car regos with insurance.  

13.2.What say you Jurors:  Stage 1 of developing the private car registration system, of 
Superior Jurisdiction, under a given Assembly, in a given area.  

13.3.Unanimous Yes 

14. Less focus of getting out of the system by going through the ‘systems systems’  and 
more about applying Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law to correct broken 
systems.  
14.1. = Change of energy field.  
14.2. = Change of focus. 
14.3. = Use of Tools.  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15. Use the Code we are Building here. 
15.1. They provide Acts to justify their actions. 
15.2. We provide Grand Jury numbers and Order numbers that now counter many of 

their most toxic processes. 

16. A look at Bill 84-1.  Now and Act.   Emergency Management Amendment 
(Temporary COVID-19 Provisions) Bill 2022
16.1. Refer to Press Release section for all 3 Notices.

16.1.1. 2 pre Bill and 1 post Act.  
16.1.2. Null and Void.  
16.1.3. All on Notice for Treason. 
16.1.4. Global blueprint / Business Model.  Global response.   

17. Order : #6 
17.1.Re Harm and Injury eg: Takara Markwell kidnapped for 36 days. 
17.2.Invoices direct to insurances companies.  
17.3.Will weed out the wicked because won’t be able to be insured, so will not be able 

to work.  Department if Child Protection SA: CEO Cathy Taylor .  Now removed.  50 
children died during her appointment . 

17.4.What say you Jurors 
17.5.Unanimous Yes 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Note: Meretta - Stage 1 - redefining First Nation Land Use and Access and getting 22 
million hectares out of a 866 page Trust.   Reclaiming 40 acres - Daniel Kickett.  
 

                       The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth. 

                                       Matthew 5:5
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